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PROJECT STATEMENT: Architecture is not just about making buildings; it also includes every aspect of the designing of space. 
Thus architects must examine the interaction between people and spaces using the human senses as medium - the way we see, 
feel, hear and experience a space. When we actually walk into a building, we are reading it with all of our senses.

OBJECTIVE:  To understand the connection between the Body, Space and Architecture while applying the concepts of Scale 
and Proportion.  Analyze the measurements of the human body, and the introduction to basic formats of page layout and 
composition

“ Architecture has the capacity to be inspiring, engaging and life-enhancing. But why is it that architectural schemes which 
look good on the drawing board or the computer screen can be so disappointing ‘in the flesh’? ”
         
           - Juhani Pallasmaa

“Fashion is architecture: it is a matter of proportions.”
           - Coco Chanel

“Our philosophies are fundamentally bounded by our physiology; our peculiar kind of aesthetic orientation in the world; 
our peculiar five sensory modes of processing the world; and our particular kinds of technology that enhance these per-
ceptions . . . The desire for unity may well be the result of our rather fragmentary sensory system where we observe the 
world sensually in packets of discrete and different sensory modes. So our urge to merge, our urge to unify, that religious, 
spiritual, coming together might very well be due to an inadequacy or incompleteness in our physiology.”

                  -Stelarc

“ The cutting of the earth is a profound act and one that is considered, by some to be the first act of architecture. Cer-
tainly the earth acts like the most significant datum for human life: it is the ground beneath and the horizon, literally and 
figuratively.  The surface of the earth separates us and the air we breathe from solid matter.  Our relationship to gravity is 
shaped by it.  Our myths, religions, and fantasies are dependent on it. ” 
           -Professor Jean LaMarche

“ It is the conquest of the site, the transformation of its topographical nature, that manifests the ontological roots of archi-
tecture.  The process of design is only a secondary and subsequent act, whose purpose is to reconcile and harmonize the 
consequences of the initial intervention, collision, and negation. ”
           – Raimond Abraham

“ The fatal nature of architecture is that it interferes with an equilibrium ideally or physically.  It’s what I call the ontological 
site, which reduces a landscape simply to the horizon, the collision between sky and earth.  A more complex intervention 
can only be realized by understanding that fundamental way you either violate the sky or the earth.  You have to under-
stand the fragility of the world we live in… Ultimately, the aspiration of an architect is to make something sacred.  There 
has always been a confrontation between the profane and the sacred.  Successful architecture carries some degree of 
sacredness - otherwise it is not architecture. ” 

           –Raimund Abraham

“The architectural section breaks open contained space in order to show it as an elevation, forcing entry and revealing the 
interior to the distanced eye of the architect.”
         -Robin Evans, 
         The Projective Cast, 118

Project 1A: Body Measure/ Full Scale 1:1
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PROJECT STATEMENT:
 “Proportions are infinite, and it must be left to the inspiration of the artist to invent beautiful proportions”      
             - John Ruskin 
Applied is a relative and absolute proportional system to the body, graphically representing the system through a series of drawings pro-

jected from the body to show the relationships between the whole and its parts.

The applied absolute proportional system is the Royal Cubit the system of measurements used by the Egyptians in ancient times, it used 
distance from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger as a proportional measurement recreate the body in sculptural form, and the further 
extension of the royal cubit breaks down into palms and fingers as smaller increments.

The applied relative proportional system is roughly based off the concept of the Royal Cubit, by using the knee to the base of the foot as a 
set distance, and by further extension the measurement of the heel of the foot to the tip of toes, creating a new proportional system.

Project 1B: Body Proportioning System / Absolute System Project 1B: Body Proportioning System / Relative System
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PROJECT STATEMENT: 
Geometric construction is a space/form analysis and development 
system. A space and/or form is generated by starting with two 
points (line) that grow in an order dictated by the rules of geometry 
and proportion coupled with a logical system of growth. Using geo-
metric principles and drafting tools as guides, develop a geometric 
construction of two dominant views of a hinged part of your body.

The arm is one of the most universal appendages of the body it 
hinges at the elbow and is able to rotate, extend, and conform too 
many structures, and surfaces.

Project 1C Body Construction / Half Scale Project 2A: Griffis Park Trip/ Surveying
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PROJECT STATEMENT: 
A surveying tool is an extension of the body that augments one’s ability to mark and otherwise document the surrounding 
landscape in a precise manner. The development of a tool for the purpose of surveying a site will connect the body part 
that was geometrically analyzed. The form of the appendage must be considered and the form of the body and how that 
appendage of the body moves, and Incorporate each of these aspects of the body in the design of the tool.

The tool surveyed the land by using the hinge centered at the elbow, and moved in a free flowing 
pattern that allowed its user to survey the land in all directions.  The tool slips over the arm and 
would be placed in the ground the protractor located at the elbow would measure the angle 
produced by the change in elevation; the change in elevation is measured by the rising of the arm 
produced by the changing incline.  The tool would be pivoted from one fixated pole and by using 
simple trigonometry was able to reconstruct the topography of the site.

Project 1D: Earth Measure/ Half Scale Project 1D: Earth Measure/ Half Scale
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1/4 scale model right side orthographic

PROJECT STATEMENT: 
Explore, analyze, and impose a particular intention to 
purposefully cut into the constructed site.  This process 
is composed of three important parts; the intention, 
the inspiration, and the incision of the surveyed site. 

Project 2A: Sections and Site Plan / Scale 1:1/4 Project 2A: Topographic Reconstruction / Scale 1:1/4

1/4 Scale Model of Site
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A volume was constructed around the 
line which has been hinged in two places, 
from those hinges two triangular planes 
can be constructed, and the center hinge 
of those planes creates a stationary 
hinged surface cut into the site, therefore 
creating different slopes in all four direc-
tions making it a different experience 
when walking down each path. 

Project 2B: Incision / Scale 1:1/8 Project 2B: Incision / Scale 1:1/4

1/4 Scale Model of Incision

Line (Scale 1”:1/8”) Plane (Scale 1”:1/8”) Volume (Scale 1”:1/8”)
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PROJECT STATEMENT:
Physically, the earth acts as the primary boundary for human life: it is the ground beneath us and establishes our primary datum- we mostly 
live in a horizontal space along the surface of the earth. Particularly, the disciplines of history, psychology, art and architecture demonstrate 
that we believe that below the earth’s surface is significantly different that above it.  Therefore, cutting the earth’s surface and developing 
architecture from it is a profound physical, psychological and metaphysical act and it is one of the most basic architectural interventions.  

CIRCULATION: 
The circulation of the site much like the concept of the tool is very free flowing due to the multiple changes in slope as well as the majority 
of different paths traveled throughout the site. One is able to ingress from one end of the newly developed landscape and egress from the 
opposite end of the site, so the feeling of being transported from one end of the site to the other is increased further by the natural slope of 
the landscape.  

TOMBS:
The tombs which hold the three sacred bodies are placed exactly six feet below the surface of the newly created landscape.  This directly 
corresponds with the relationship of the landscape because the deepest part of the landscape is six feet below the surface completely 
submerging its occupants.  The tombs are hidden from the occupants of the landscape, so as to convey a feeling of peace and tranquility of 
the sight. The occupants can enjoy the feeling of the man created landscape without the presence of the sacred bodies overshadowing the 
atmosphere of this sacred place.  

VOID:
The newly developed landscape was creadted from 
the original cut in project 2B. The surface is created 
solely by a subtraction of land. The newly altered cut 
has increased in size, based off the central rectan-
gular cut that has been rotated and the triangular 
planes created a surface that has been flipped across 
a central line that reacts as a multiple hinged surface 
creating the three cuts in which the tombs reside. .

Project 3A: Earth / Sky Chamber / Scale 1”:1/2” Project 3A: Earth / Sky Chamber / Scale 1”:1/2”

1”: 1/2” Model of Earth / Sky Chamber
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Project 3A: Plan and Sections / Scale 1”:1/2”

Elevation Oblique

1”:1/2” Model of Earth / Sky Chamber 

HORIZON LINE:
The sections show how the change in slope affects the occupant’s 
line of sight when walking throughout the man-made landscape.  
The placement of the cut on the site also shows how the occupant 
can be at ground level but, there line of sight has changed due 
to their transportation of location throughout the site.  
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TONAL SECTION:
The section is a compound section to further demonstration the importance of all three tombs, and 
additionally depict the relationship between the tombs and the depth of the created landscape. 

Project 3A: Earth / Sky Chamber ( Tonal Section )/ Scale 1”:1/2”

1”:1/2” Scale Model of Earch / Sky Chamber

1”:1/2” SCALE MODEL OF EARCH / SKY CHAMBER:
The model is cut on a diagonal from the top right 
hand corner to the lower left hand corner.  the cut 
intersects trougth two of the three tombs.  When 
the model is pulled apart it reveals the tombs from 
below the surface.  The two diagonal sections show 
the depth of the landscape and correspondence to 
the depth of the tombs 
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TONAL PLAN:
When walking throughout the landscape and following the 
trenches, conveys a relationship between the landscape 
and the tombs, because the trenches are cut six feet into 
the site and the tombs are buried exactly six feet below 
the surface of the landscape, conveying a relationship 
that the living are walking at the same level of the dead, 
establishing a relationship between life and death.

TONAL PLAN LANDSCAPE:
The tonal landscape shows the vivid change in slopes and 
importance of depth in the design of the newly created 
landscape, and how the dramatic change is depth created 
these shifting slopes that make it a thought-provoking 
experience to navigate.

Project 3A: Earth / Sky Chamber ( Tonal Plan)/ Scale 1”:1/2” Project 3A: Earth / Sky Chamber ( Tonal Plan)/ Scale 1”:1/2”
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Project 3B: Elevation Oblique (Earth Sky Model)/ 1”:1/2” Project 3B: Earth Sky Model/ 1”:1/2”

Elevation Oblique
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MULTI-VIEW SECTION: 
A combination of horizontal and vertical section show the changing 
slopes, as well as the placement of the tombs six feet below the surface 
of the landscape. With the added detail of the toning the site, illustrates 
the depth and hidden details of the site which is often hidden in similar 
drawings.   

Project 3B: Mluti-View Section (Earth Sky Model)/ 1”:1/2”
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